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Overview: Structured Design 
1. The design goal  
2. What are modeled on the design  
3. Transformation Analysis to Design  
4. Design Principles 
5. Fundamental concepts of design  
6. What is described module structure  
7. Architectural design steps  
8. Elements of the module structure  
9. Flow characteristics  
10. Transform Mapping  
11. Factoring  
12. First level Second level Factoring & Mapping  
13. Transaction Flow and examples  
14. Transaction mapping and examples  
15. What is produced in the interface design  
16. What direction to design the interface  
17. What resulted from the design of the data  
18. How the stages of designing a data  
19. Examples of  Data Design 
20. The database schema  
21. What resulted from procedural design  
22. What notation is used in the design of procedural  
23. Assessment criteria (Modularity, overalls simplicity, Ease of editing, Machine readibility, Maintainability, Structure 
Enforcement, Automatic Processing, Data representation, Logic Verification, Easily converted to program source code) 
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24. Explain Web App 
25. Explain Client site management 
o Cookies, sessions 
26. Explain Enabling technology 
o CGI, compiled modules, interpreted scripts 
27. Explain Dynamic clients 
o Script, java applet, activeX/COM 
28. Explain Distributed object 
o Java RMI, Microsoft DCOM 
29. Explain XML 
30. Explain Web services 
31. Requirement Specification Web  
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